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PART I
INTRODUCTORY

1. Citation and commencement
2. Interpretation

PART II
CONSUMER PROTECTION

3. Amendments to objectives in the Energy Order
4. In Article 14(3) of the Energy Order, after “the Authority...”
5. Amendment of provisions dealing with determination of disputes
6. (1) Article 42A of the Electricity Order, shall be amended...
7. Billing disputes: electricity
8. Billing disputes
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OWNERSHIP UNBUNDLING

10. Participants in electricity transmission: certification as to independence
11. Electricity transmission unbundling: modification of licences, etc.
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PART IV
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14. Amendments to the Electricity Order
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19. Distribution licences
20. After Article 10A (Transmission licences) of the Electricity Order there...
21. Conditions of licences
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24. Miscellaneous
25. In Article 38 (Provisions supplementary to Article 37) of the...
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ENFORCEMENT
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75. In Article 41(2) of the Energy Order, for the definition...
76. After Article 41 of the Energy Order there shall be...
77. Amendment to the Energy Order – penalties
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MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS

80. Amendments to the Electricity Order
81. In Article 11B of the Electricity Order—
82. In Article 40(6), for the words “Article 22(2)” there shall...
83. Amendments to the Energy Order
84. In Article 38 of the Energy Order—
85. Amendments to the Gas Order
86. In Article 8(7B)(b), for the words “Article 24(2)” there shall...
87. In Article 9A(1)(a), for the words “Article 24(1)” there shall...
88. In Article 45(1A), for the words “Article 10 or 14”...
89. Amendments to the Energy Act (Northern Ireland) 2011
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TRANSITIONAL PROVISIONS
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91. Modification of existing electricity licences
92. Modification of existing gas licences
93. Existing members of the Authority
94. Property arrangements schemes
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SCHEDULE

Property Arrangements Schemes

1

Scheme-making power

1. (1) The Authority may, on application, make a scheme providing...

Applications for schemes

2. (1) An application for the making of a property arrangements...

The Authority’s functions in relation to applications

3. (1) On an application for the making of a property...
4. (1) Subject to the following provisions of this paragraph, where...
5. (1) A determination under paragraph 4, so far as relating...
6. The Authority may require any of the following persons to...
7. The Authority may engage such consultants as it thinks fit...

Effect of property arrangements scheme

8. A property arrangements scheme shall, by virtue of this paragraph,...
9. (1) A transaction of any description effected by or under...

Review of determinations

10. (1) Any person aggrieved by a determination of the Authority...
11. (1) This paragraph applies where— (a) the Competition Appeal Tribunal...
12. (1) This paragraph applies where— (a) the Competition Appeal Tribunal...
13. An order under paragraph 10(4)(b) may include provision for the...
14. Sections 120(6) to (8) of the Enterprise Act 2002 (c.40)...

Interim arrangements pending review of determination

15. (1) This paragraph applies where— (a) a person makes an...
16. (1) This paragraph applies where— (a) a person makes an...
17. In exercising its powers under paragraph 15 or 16, the...
18. Paragraphs 15 and 16 are without prejudice to any powers...
19. (1) If an order under paragraph 15 or 16 is...

Supplementary

20. An application under this Schedule shall not be made orally....
21. (1) In this Schedule— “application for certification” means an application...

SCHEDULE
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Explanatory Note